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I. PURPOSE
To provide instructions for processing In-Home Supportive Services (IHSS) provider
timesheets.
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II. POLICY
IHSS staff is responsible for processing IHSS provider timesheets and payments are
issued by the State Controller’s Office (SCO).
Timesheets are to be processed to ensure a provider’s check is mailed by the SCO no
later than ten (10) calendar days from the date a timesheet is received by the County.
It isOrange County policy to process timesheets as soon as possible after receipt,
generally within one (1) business day. Once IHSS staff enters a timesheet in the Case
Management, Information, and Payrolling System (CMIPS), a minimum of three (3)
business days are required for processing by SCO and the physical mailing of a check.
All timesheets must be reviewed prior to data entry into CMIPS to ensure consistency
between hours claimed and hours authorized.
IHSS/PCSP timesheets shall be physically retained in their original form for a minimum
of five and one-half (5 ½) years.
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III. BACKGROUND
County IHSS staff is responsible for ensuring that the timesheets are completed
properly prior to entering timesheet information into the state payroll system and
authorizing payment for services.
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IV. PROCEDURE
A. Timesheet Issuance
When a new provider is enrolled, Accounting staff will issue initial timesheets to the
provider to use for the first eligible pay period and then current pay period. The
provider fills in the hours worked for each day, totals the hours, and returns the
timesheet to the county for processing. Either the recipient (or his/her authorized
representative) and the provider must sign the timesheet.
Subsequent timesheets will be system-generated and arrive attached to the payment
check or the statement of earnings if payment is through Direct Deposit when the
previous timesheet is processed.
B. Timesheets Opening and Batching
Clerical staff will open and batch timesheets according to district and pay period. The
following timesheets will be put on top of the stacks for additional action:
1.
Timesheets with the “Address Change” box checked.
2.
Timesheets with written notes or any attached correspondence. Clerical staff will
stamp these timesheets with the date they were received in the office.
3.
Early timesheets.
C. Reviewing Timesheets
Prior to entering timesheets into CMIPS, timesheet processing staff will check each
timesheet for the following information:
1.
Address changes: If a recipient, authorized representative or provider is reporting
an address change, timesheet-processing staff must update the address before
entering the timesheet to ensure proper delivery of payment.
2.
Early timesheets: Timesheet-processing staff needs to ensure that the
timesheets are paid in arrears so staff will follow rejected/returned timesheet process.
3.
Signatures: Timesheets must be signed by both the IHSS recipient (or his/her
authorized representative) and provider. A signature marked with an “X” or pre-made
stamp is acceptable if it is noted in CMIPS.
4.
Date: Should be entered by either the recipient or provider. If the date is missing
timesheet-processing staff will write on the recipient’s signature line the date the
timesheet was received by the county.
Incomplete timesheets will be returned to the provider within the same day with the
missing fields highlighted and the Timesheet Return Letter (Attachment A) attached.
D. Verifying Hours
1.
1st pay period: If the hours claimed for the first part of the month are 60% or
more of the total monthly hour’s timesheet-processing staff will divide the total
monthly hours in half and enter that number in CMIPS.
2.
2nd pay period: Enter the hours as claimed, only if the hours are still within the
hours outstanding. Do not pay the automatic authorized outstanding balance of the
monthly hours associated with each timesheet set by CMIPS. This will prevent
overpayment and will eliminate the need for the Senior Accounting Assistants (SAAs)
to void payments and reissue checks.
3.
Total hours: Add a decimal point and a zero to all whole number hours to avoid
underpayment as CMIPS requires entries be made to the tenth digit. For example, a
provider works 11 hours. Enter “11.0” to prevent “1.1” from being paid.
4.
Daily hours:
a.
Timesheets with 2-5 consecutive days left blank in a certain pattern will be
processed as claimed.
b.
Timesheets with 3 or more consecutive days left blank without a pattern:
Timesheet-processing staff will verify the provider’s status on the PELG screen.
·
If the provider is still on active status, complete the Rejected Timesheet
Follow-Up Memo (Attachment B) and e-mail it to the assigned social worker, with a
copy to the District and Accounting Supervisors.
·
If the provider has been terminated or leave status, enter the prorated hours, if
any, for the period.
5.
Cases with Multiple Providers will be reviewed to ensure additional hours are not
claimed.
E. Rejected Timesheets
1.
Timesheets with written notes (hospitalization, vacation, or death notification) or
any attached correspondence will be reviewed and verified by the accounting unit for
resolution.
2.
Timesheet-processing staff needs to review the “Remarks” column on the
Timesheet ------- Screen (Attachment C) and return any unsuccessful timesheet
entries to the accounting unit for resolution.
3.
See Attachment D, Desktop Instructions – Handling Rejected Timesheets for
how to process timesheets that are rejected by CMIPS.
4.
If unable to resolve the error, timesheet-processing staff will print the rejected
timesheet message by pointing the mouse to the “PrtScrn” box shown on the top left
corner of the screen and staple it to the timesheet.
5.
All rejected/returned timesheet will be kept in a separate stack with a “REJECTED
TS” Alert (Attachment E) on top. These timesheets need verification and follow-up
by an SAA before being processed.
F. Storing Timesheets
All IHSS timesheets are stored in boxes sorted by district and pay period. Completed
timesheets must be retained for at least five and a half (5.5) years from the last date
of service. In some cases, a longer retention is necessary due to a court or fraud case.
G. Advance Pay Timesheet
See SH 40.7.1 Advance Pay.
Providers in advance pay cases submit their timesheets to the county at the end of the
month. The county will process these timesheets to reconcile the payment and
services.
The advance pay timesheet contains a full calendar month for recording days and
hours worked by the provider. The top portion is a statement of earnings and
deductions and the bottom portion is the timesheet for the current month.
H. Deceased Recipients
If a recipient dies before signing the last timesheet(s), the social worker can sign on
the recipient’s behalf if it is verified that the provider actually completed the
authorized hours of services and any share of cost was paid.
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V. REFERENCES
California Department of Social Services Manual of Policies and Procedures, Section
30-769 Payrolling For Individual Providers.
IHSS/CMIPS Users Manual, Section VII, pages G1 through I11 Timesheet – Special
Instructions
All County Letter (ACL) 03-39 IHSS/PCSP Timesheet Retention
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VI. ATTACHMENTS
A. Timesheet Return Letter
B. Rejected Timesheet Memo
C. Desktop Instructions – Handling Rejected Timesheets
D. Timesheet Screen
E. Rejected Timesheet Alert
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